SHEPARD’S® STATUTES REPORTS ON LEXIS ADVANCE®

One view shows affecting legislation, pending bills and citing cases

Get the entire picture—how hundreds or thousands of court decisions and legislative amendments impact a statute—and get it all in a snapshot with Shepard’s® Statutes Reports.

LINK QUICKLY TO MAJOR ACTIONS THAT UNDERMINE A STATUTE
With Shepard’s Statutes Reports on Lexis Advance, you can:
• Spot negative citing case treatment—it’s easy with Shepard’s Signal™ indicators for statutes
• Access recently enacted legislation—in full text
• View pending legislation
• Find cases that cite to specific statutes

You will also find more citing references such as agency decisions, law reviews, Matthew Bender® treatises as well as briefs, pleadings and motions.

Get regular updates by creating a Shepard’s Alert.®

SHEPARDIZE® A STATUTE
1. When viewing a statute, look at the Shepard’s preview box at the top right portion of your screen.

2. Click Shepardize® this document.

OR

1. From the Lexis Advance® home page, go to the Red Search Box and enter a code citation, including any subsection, e.g., shep: orc 4511.19

2. Click Search.
VIEW YOUR SHEPARD’S STATUTES REPORT
See vital affecting authority at a glance—and link to full-text documents.

A Click to pull up the full text of the statute.

B Easily create a Shepard’s Alert that will tell you when information within the Shepard’s report has changed.

C View a color-coded Grid view of the results.

D View more citing reference types like law reviews, treatises, etc.

E Click Citing Decisions to see a list of cases citing the statute you Shepardized™.

F Link to recently enacted legislation, as well as pending bills, which reference and/or could potentially affect your statute.

G Click to see individual Shepard’s reports for specific subsections.

H Click any analysis to move to citing references with that treatment phrase.

I Further restrict your view to specific jurisdictions. Even find specific words within the citing references.

For more information visit LEXISNEXIS.COM/SHEPARDS
Contact your LexisNexis® representative or call 888.253.3901